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.. CorelDRAW Graphics Suite X6.4
v16.4.0.1280 SP4.. Mar 1, 2020. [ ]

Product details. . A: The problem is not
that the active window is missing from

the taskbar, but that it is reported as a non-
visible window (ShowInTaskbar=0). The
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only thing you can try, is to try to create a
new user account, and login into that
account. This should, however, not be
necessary, as the problem is, that the

window is visible (i.e. has a handle), but
cannot be moved, minimized, maximized,

close or activate, as long as
ShowInTaskbar=0. On the other hand, I

have just tested with the latest beta
release of CorelDRAW Graphics Suite

X6.4, and the same behaviour was there.
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The workaround I'm using, is to simply
move the window to another screen

(default ctrl+alt+drag). Q: Thread.sleep()
in a for loop I have the following code

which creates a ThreadPoolExecutor and
registers a job. I'm trying to understand
what happens in a for loop when one of
the tasks starts running. In the example I

am using a simple for loop to just run
through all the tasks, but I would think
that after each time through the loop
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there would be one thread available for
this pool. For example: ExecutorService

service =
Executors.newFixedThreadPool(1);

for(int i=0;i

Jan 5, 2019. 6.8-Mar 24, 2019.Q:
Powershell Invoke-Sqlcmd in a loop only
runs one time I have a powershell script

that is meant to loop through all sql server
instances in my environment and drop
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any databas that has an empty
dbo.entityconfig table. I then need to re-
create that table and re-run my process

for the next instance. It seems as though it
runs once and then stops and then does

not run again. I can't seem to understand
why. Can anyone provide any insight into

what I'm doing wrong? #Define
environment paths $path =

@"C:\Program Files\Microsoft SQL Serv
er\$($sqlServerName)\MSSQL10_50.SQ
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L2012.Instance.db.domain.net\MSSQL\D
ata" #Define variables $sqlServerName =
$env:COMPUTERNAME 2d92ce491b
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